Accurate Lock and Hardware fuses old-world craftsmanship with modern technology to create custom and bespoke architectural hardware products of uncompromising quality for the entire door with an unwavering commitment to customer satisfaction.

FROM CONCEPT TO MANUFACTURING, ALL PRODUCTS ARE PROUDLY MADE ENTIRELY IN THE USA.
One of the first smartphone-operated systems for mortise locks, the SM9159E combines Accurate’s mechanical expertise with leading industry technology. The battery-powered smartlock features keyless entry via Bluetooth/Wifi communication that is controlled by a proprietary app for ease and convenience. Keeping design top of mind, this lock is compatible with any style trim and has no exposed electronics.

**PRODUCT BENEFITS**

- All technology components are hidden inside the mortise pocket
- Pair with virtually any style trim
- Does not require any wiring through the door frame, battery powered for easy installation
- Lock and unlock the door and grant keyless entry via smartphone app
- Compatible with common smart home systems such as Google Home, Alexa, Nest

**HOW IT WORKS**

- **REMOTE ACCESS VIA WIFI/DATA**
- **LOCAL ACCESS VIA BLUETOOTH**

accuratelockandhardware.com/sm9159E

COMING SOON Q2 2019
This decorative, high security auxiliary deadbolt is available in all standard finishes and easily customizable. A direct retrofit for the Segal Rim Lock, it provides a modern upgrade for metropolitan doors that require an additional layer of security.

**PRODUCT BENEFITS**

- Added security without compromising aesthetics
- Available in most architectural finishes to match other hardware elements
- Easy installation
Originally designed for traditional European-style hardware, the horizontal mortise lock offers a secure locking solution to pair with knob trim. The nostalgic aesthetic is perfect for a chic entry that embraces period elegance.

**PRODUCT BENEFITS**

+ Ideal for decorative doors with a cross rail
+ Ergonomic design creates extra space between the knob and the jamb for comfortable operation
+ Available in most architectural finishes to match highly decorative knob designs

accuratelockandhardware.com/733
Designed for sliding door applications, this alternative locking solution allows the door to be locked into the floor or into the header, without a protruding strike. Ideal for use in both residential and commercial settings, the 9500VR can be paired with flush pulls or ADA compliant trim to best fit the design intent.

**PRODUCT BENEFITS**
- Variable backsets and trim options available
- Flexibility of locking into the floor/bottom (VRB) or ceiling/top (VRT)
- Secure locking capability without a protruding strike

**TRIM OPTIONS**
- ADA TRIM
- FLUSH PULL TRIM
Ideal to maintain a minimalistic design on cabinets, doors or mirrors, Edge Pulls are now available in 6 different styles and a variety of sizes and can ship in a week or less.

**EDGE PULLS**

**BARELY THERE HARDWARE**

- E SERIES
- EA SERIES
- EJ SERIES
- ES SERIES
- EAA SERIES
- ESA SERIES
**BEHAVIORAL HEALTHCARE**

**NEW PRODUCT ADVANCEMENTS AND INTRODUCTIONS**

**LR-SDS-FF**

**LIGATURE RESISTANT SLIDING DOOR SYSTEM: FAST FRAME KIT**

- Quick installation for the Ligature Resistant Sliding Door System
- Includes 2 side rails and 1 top rail with factory installed track
- Allows 2 people to install the door in 20 minutes or less resulting in a seamless frame around the door

**LR-STK**

**LIGATURE RESISTANT STRIKE**

- Solid beveled one-piece combination strike and dustbox
- Designed to eliminate several common ligature risks afforded by standard strikes without sacrificing door security
- Reduces the possibility of patient harm by improving the safety of the overall opening

**CH 9168SEC**

**DOUBLE CYLINDER CONFINEMENT ROOM LOCKSET**

- Vandal-resistant, patent-pending design featuring a concealed second cylinder that adds a layer of emergency accessibility
- Alternate cylinder can be used when the standard cylinder has been tampered with and is no longer operative
- Available with Crescent Pulls or Flush Pull Trim

**HEAVY DUTY DOUBLE LIPPED STRIKES**

- Allow doors to open in both directions
- Featuring a heavy duty stop and optional key to prevent unauthorized outswing of door

---

**ADL-CE**

**ADL-OEK**